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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted in the above style claim to determine the claimant’s entitlement

to workers’ compensation benefits.  On August 24, 2009, a pre-hearing conference was

conducted in this claim, from which a Pre-hearing Order of the same date was filed.  The Pre-

hearing Order reflects stipulations entered by the parties, the issues to be addressed during the

course of the hearing, and the parties’ contentions relative to the afore.  The Pre-hearing Order is

herein designated a part of the record as Commission Exhibit #1.

The testimony of Eugene Gray - the claimant, Tracy Stevenson, Todd Self, Charles Slade

and Mark Mayo, coupled with medical reports and other documents comprise the record in this
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claim.

DISCUSSION

Eugene Gray, Jr., the claimant, with a date of birth of January 28, 1953, is a high school

graduate.  Claimant commenced his employment as a truck driver with respondent on August 28,

2005, and last worked for same in June 2009.  Prior to his employment with respondents claimant

worked for the Little Rock Street Department for several years.  Claimant was employed by BFI

for approximately fifteen (15) years before his employment with the Little Rock Street

Department.  

During his employment with BFI the claimant sustained injuries to his low back when the

truck that he was driving was involved in an accident with a train in 2004.  The claimant settled

the claim growing out of the 2004, accident by Joint Petition.

In explaining why he left the employment with the City of Little Rock to commence

working for respondents, claimant testified:

Well, number one (1), they wasn’t paying enough money; and 
then, Todd [Self] got my phone number, he called me on my phone and 
we talked about me coming to work over there . . .

Yeah.  So, he told me to think about it, and I thought about it, 
called him back, and told him I would come over there and work. (T. 11).

The claimant’s testimony reflects, regarding his discussion with Mr. Self:

I told him about the problems I had with my back and stuff, 
and then we talked about the money - what he was gonna pay me
and everything, to come over there. (T. 11).

Claimant maintains that Mr. Self assured him that he would not be doing anything in his

employment with respondents “to mess up my back again”. (T. 11).  
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Claimant testified that Mr. Self told him he would be doing front-end work.  In describing

the afore, claimant testified:

Front-end is where you pick up the cans and dump them; 
then you have cans in the alleys that you have to pull out behind 
buildings and enclosed and stuff like that. (T. 12).

Claimant further explained that the truck he would be operating in the employment of respondents

has hydraulic forks that lift the cans, dump them in the back of the truck and lower them back in

place.  As noted above, the claimant commenced working for respondents in August 2005.

Claimant maintains that he was physically able to perform his job duties in the employment

of respondent.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that he was taking medication, Naproxen, to

address residuals of the 2004, injury.  Claimant testified:

I had been taking it for some time.  Dr. Hearne started me on
it, and from the time I went to Dr. Hearne up until now, which I’m still
taking it. (T. 13).

Claimant asserts that the Naproxen was controlling any back problems that he was having:

It kept my back - long as I didn’t go picking up nothing too
heavy or over-doing it, it kept my back to where I could work and, 
you know, get around. (T. 13).

The claimant testified that at the time he started working for respondents they were aware of his 

back problems.  Further, the claimant maintains the he furnish a slip to Mr. Self.  Claimant’s 

testimony reflects that he did not have any problems performing his jobs in the employment of 

respondents, “not for a while at least”.  

The claimant testified regarding an injury he sustained in the summer of 2008, while

performing employment duties for respondents:

I was pulling cans out because, like, they would take me off 
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of my route and put me on somebody else’s route.  Okay, I’m out here
pulling on these cans and these cans was messed up; there’s casters up
under them that rolls, so you had to fight them to get the can out.  
Now, sometimes, they would send you help, and then they would 
tell you we got nobody to send out there and you’re just gonna have
to do what you’ve gotta do. (T. 14).

Claimant denies that his job duties and the restrictive kind of work he initially performed for

respondents changed over a period of time while working for them.  

The claimant maintains that on January 5, 2009, while performing employment duties for

respondents he sustained an injury which caused his back pain and problems to become worse. 

Claimant asserts that his injury occurred on a Monday, and that earlier reports of an injury on

January 6, 2009, were in error.  The claimant asserts that at the time of the accident he was the

WCA landfill in Hazen.  In describing the mechanics of his January 5, 2009, injury, claimant

testified:

Well, they changed my truck to a empty truck to - a swap truck.
Then other guys get my truck, they would let the trash and stuff all over
the blades, get down in behind the blades, we had a big problem with 
that, because, when the trash and stuff get behind the blades, and you 
don’t clean it out, it busts and cuts them hydraulic lines.  And then, 
sometimes, when one of them lines busts, the mechanics cannot fix it, 
they’ll have to shut the truck down and take the blade out just to clean
it.  (T. 15-16).

Claimant testified that the area gets full of trash behind the blade.  In order to remove the trash, 

claimant’s testimony reflects:

Well, you run your blade back and then you shut the truck down, 
and you get out and go up this side door - side trap door on the side of 
the truck, on the driver’s side. (T. 16).

Claimant estimated that the trap door is about six (6) feet high from the ground and about two (2) 

feet by two (2) feet.  Claimant continued in describing the removal of the trash:
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And then you have to get in there, you’ve got a shovel, you’ve
gotta get all that stuff out of there and throw it out the side door. (T. 16).

Claimant’s testimony continued regarding his activity once in the area:

You’ve got to climb up the side and get, you know, the shovel,
which is always inside the line, and just clean all that mess out of there
and throw it out that back door.  And when I got through with it, you
know, you’ve got to - number one (1), you’ve got to squeeze just to 
come out and go to grabbing.  And when I went to do that, some kind
of way, I fooled around and I slipped, and I went backwards, like this
(indicating).

I fell out of that truck.  I just got up - wasn’t nobody to help me,
so I, you know. . .  (T. 17).

Claimant testified that he landed on his bottom:

I just went back, and when I went back, you know, I felt the
pain around my - around my back, when I hit the ground cause, you
know, I hit hard like that. (T. 18).

Claimant asserts that he sit for a minute after landing on the ground before getting up.  Claimant

asserts that he was a little embarrassed and was hopeful that no one had seen the fall.  Claimant

continued:

Nobody - them guys out there in the landfill, they’re on them
bulldozers, they ain’t paying you no attention when you’re cleaning
out the truck. (T. 18).

Claimant noted that the only other individual present at the time of the accident was the operator

of the bulldozer at the landfill.   In discussing his contact with the bulldozer operator on the day of

his injury, claimant testified:

Well, I would always have to go up there and ask somebody
where, you know, where could I clean out at just to keep from getting
in trouble, so he’ll tell you where to go clean out, so that’s what I did.
That morning, I pulled out from this a way and went this a way 
(indicating), so the truck was here (indicating), he [bulldozer operator]
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 was back over there (indicating), and that side door was, you know, 
was on the ground side, so when I got through doing what I had to do
with it on the inside, coming out, I slipped. (T. 19).

Claimant noted that there was grease, paint, oil, and transmission fluid in the area causing it to be

slippery and which could have contributed to his fall.  

Following the fall, claimant testified that, using his cell phone, he called Charles Slade, the

dispatcher, and told him to tell either Mark Mayo or Todd Self, that he had hurt his back at the

landfill and did not know if he would be able to finish.  Mr. Self was the claimant’s immediate

supervisor and Mr. Mayo was the assistant supervisor.  Claimant testified that anytime something

happened to him or his truck he was required to call the dispatch and tell them what happened. 

Regarding his reporting of the accident to the dispatcher, Mr. Slade, claimant’s testimony

reflects:

I told them I was gonna try and make it.  If not, I would let
them know; they could get somebody to come out there and finish 
that route. (T. 21).

 Claimant, who usually starts his work day at 5:00 a.m., estimates that the accident occurred at

around 8:00 a.m. on January 5, 2009.  Claimant testified that he completed his work day and

returned to the yard at approximately 1:00 p.m..  Claimant testified that the usual procedure at the

end of the work day is to return to the yard and check and gas up his truck.  Claimant asserts that

once he completed the afore, he went into the office and told Mr. Mayo and Mr. Self about the

accident.

Claimant testified that he told Mr. Mayo that he fell out of that truck cleaning the hopper

out.  Claimant maintains that Mr. Slade verified that he had relayed the accident per his earlier cell

phone conversation.  Regarding his conversation with Mr. Mayo, the testimony of the claimant
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reflects:

Well, Mark told me like this - he said, if you want to go up
there to that quack, go ahead.  But, if you’ve got insurance, which 
Todd had already told me once before, that’s what you have to do. (T. 23).

Claimant continued regarding his conversation with Mr. Mayo:

He was talking about the company doctor, but he wouldn’t 
give me no paperwork.  He wouldn’t even fill out a report. (T. 23-24).

Claimant testified that after his conversation with Mr. Mayo in his office, he left and reported the 

accident to Mr. Self:

Well, I told Todd that I hurt my back and he said, can’t go with 
this problem - you’ve got insurance - he said, you just got some days 
that you can take - just go on to the doctor and let me know.  So, that’s 
what I did, and I continued to come to work until I could get an appointment
to go see a doctor. (T. 24).

Claimant testified that an accident report was not completed in connection with his injury by 

supervisory personnel of respondent-employer.  

The testimony of the claimant reflects that the first doctor that he saw in connection with

complaints growing out the January 5, 2009, accident was Dr. Tommy Love on February 27,

2009.  In explaining the delay in seeing a doctor, claimant testified:

Well, he was - well, I was changing doctors, and I was trying 
to find another doctor that I could, you know, that would treat me. (T. 25).

Claimant further testified, regarding the delay in seeing a doctor, that Dr. Wolverton told him that

he could not do anything for him.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that he was still taking

Naproxen, however it was not doing him any good.  

In distinguishing the nature of his back pain before January 5, 2009, and after January 5,

2009, following the accidental fall from the truck, claimant’s testimony reflects:
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When I fell out of that truck, my back hasn’t stopped hurting
since then.  It’s got pain.

Well, when I was - the pain I didn’t have before, is it kept my
back numb, you know, it’s numb - kept it numb. (T. 26-27).

Claimant maintains that the back pain was pretty much gone while he was taking the Naproxen 

before January 5, 2009, however that has not been the case since the accident.  Claimant described

the location of the pain as from his back and down into both legs and into the feet.  Claimant

asserts that before the January 5, 2009, accident the Naproxen eliminated the pain down his legs.

The claimant testified that Dr. Love provided him with stronger pain medicine, Gabapentin,

however he was unable to take it because of the adverse affect on his ability to drive.  The claimant

continued:

Dr. Love told me to take the Naproxen for the inflammation,
go ahead and just, when I , you know, take this, so I took it when I 
could take it. (T. 28).

The claimant testified that Dr. Love provided him a slip to remain off work during at the time of 

the first visit, however he continued working.  Claimant maintains that while Dr. Love directed 

him to refrain from lifting, he did not specifically prohibit him from driving.  Confronted with the
February 27, 2009, excuse from work slip of Dr. Love directing him to remain off work until
March 4, 2009, claimant testified:

I ‘m trying to get my thoughts together.  I can’t - I really 
can’t remember what I did. (T. 29-30).

Claimant is uncertain if he worked between February 27, 2009 and March 4, 2009.  Claimant 

returned to Dr. Love on March 3, 2009.  The testimony of the claimant reflects that Dr. Love’s

office mailed a referral letter to him, however it got lost in the mail.  Upon returning to Dr. Love

on May 28, 2009, claimant was provided a restricted release to return to work which did not entail
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pulling, pushing, or lifting over fifty (50) pounds for a period of sixty (60) days.  The claimant

maintains that he went to work performing his normal duties.  Claimant asserts that in discussing

the restrictions with  Mr. Mayo, he was told that he would provide him some help, however none

was provided.  

Claimant testified that eventually he received a referral to Dr. Bernard Crowell at Pinnacle

Orthopaedics, who he saw initially on June 4, 2009.   Claimant asserts that while Dr. Crowell said

that he was going to obtain a MRI, he only got plain x-rays.  The testimony reflects that in the past

the claimant had undergone a MRI for his shoulder in 2003 in connection with the train accident. 

Claimant testified that he also had an MRI while under the care of Dr. Blankenship.

The testimony of the claimant reflects that during his June 4, 2009, visit to Dr. Crowell he

was prescribed pain pill - Relafin, however he could not take them.  The claimant was also sent to

physical therapy, three (3) days per week from June 8, 2009 through June 19, 2009.  Claimant

testified that the physical therapy did not help.  The claimant’s last visit to Dr. Crowell was June

23, 2009.  Claimant asserts that he was informed by Dr. Crowell that since he could not take the

steroid shots he did not have any further medical treatment to offer.  Claimant’s testimony reflects

that he declined the steroid shots because he felt it was a temporary fix.  

Claimant noted that surgery had not been recommended.  With respect to the residuals that

he attributes to his injury, claimant’s testimony reflects:

I have to get up - you know, I’m up and down - I’m up and
down - because my back, even though I’m feeling it, and when I go
to feeling it, like now, I need to get up.  I need to get up right now. (T. 35).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that the last physician he saw was Dr. Love on August 27,

2009.  
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Claimant testified that he worked following the January 5, 2009, accident until June 3,

2009.  Claimant explained why he ceased working on June 3, 2009:

It was something that Dr. Crowell - he said that I’m gonna
have to be off for a while, and they put me on short-term disability. (T. 37).

Claimant acknowledged that he furnished the document to Dr. Crowell to initiate the short-term 

disability benefit.

Claimant maintains that when he was initially seen by Dr. Love on February 27, 2009, he

relayed a history of the January 5, 2009, fall from the truck at work as the basis for his need for

medical treatment.  The testimony of the claimant reflects regarding the afore:

I told him, and he asked me who was gonna pay for that.  I 
told him, but he asked me, workman’s comp won’t pay for this? I 
said, no.  I said, they told me t use my insurance, and that’s what I’m
doing. (T. 37-38).

Claimant testified that he also told Dr. Crowell about the work-related accident of falling out of 

the truck.  Claimant maintains that he had a similar conversation with Dr. Crowell as he did with 

Dr. Love, in that his employer wanted to put cost of the medical treatment on his health insurance.  
Claimant offered regarding the absence of any mentioning of a work-related fall from a truck from 

the medical record of both Dr. Love and Dr. Crowell:

I told - okay, when I got hurt, I didn’t go to no doctor, that next
day, I stayed at home.  Then, the next day, I came to work, and I continued
to come to work until I could get an appointment for the doctor. 

I talked to a friend of mine - a coworker at work David.  I told him,
I need some help.  So, he referred me to Dr. Love. (T.39).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that he followed up with Dr. Archie Hearne after his

2004, train wreck for the purposes of keeping his Naproxen prescription going.  Claimant testified

that as of his last visit with Dr. Hearne of March 6, 2008, his back pain was controlled with
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medication.  The claimant was seen by Dr. Wolverton in 2008, for the purpose of establishing a

new primary care physician.  Claimant maintains that he did not see Dr. Wolverton on more than

two (2) occasions.  

The claimant was seen by Dr. Blankenship on October 14, 2008, and November 3, 2008,

primarily for complaints of pain in his elbow and forearm.  While the records of Dr. Blankenship

regarding the afore visits do not mention complaints of back pain relative to the claimant, claimant

asserts that he did inform Dr. Blankenship that his back was hurting.  Claimant added:

Well, at that time, my wife was - she was saying my back
was the cause of that.  And then I was already on pain medicine. (T. 41-42).

The claimant elaborated on the nature of his contact with supervisory personnel of

respondent-employer, and specifically that of Mr. Self:

That’s right.  That’s right.  I talked to him one (1) or two (2)
times about my back, and he’d always tell me, you’ve got insurance,
and you’ve got some days that you can take.  I said, yeah, but I really
didn’t want to take my days like that.  Well, he says, use your insurance,
go to your doctor, and let me know what they say - call me. (T. 43-44).

Claimant’s testimony reflects regarding his conversation with Mr. Self subsequent to January 

2009: 

He called me on the phone and told me I needed to bring him 
eighty-one dollars ($81.00) for my insurance, and that I needed to come
in and fill out a report stating what happened to me with my back, and 
I didn’t give him no answer. (T. 44).

During cross-examination claimant acknowledged providing deposition testimony on

September 11, 2009, in which he relayed that he had never had back pain prior to January 5, 2009. 

Regarding the afore, claimant offered:

Well, the way you said that, you confused me about that.  I 
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don’t know, really, what you meant by that.  Which time or what - at
that time, I was thinking about the train wreck when I answered that.
(T. 45-46).

The vehicle that the claimant was driving in 2004 at the time he hit the train was a BFI truck. 

Claimant acknowledged filing a workers’ compensation claim as a result of injuries growing out of

the 2004, accident..  Claimant settled the claim by Joint Petition for $10,000.00.  The claimant was

off work for a year after the 2004 accident, because of his back problems.

Claimant testified that he told Mr. Self at the time of his employment that he would not be

able to lift anything or stoop, and he was taking medication.  Claimant agreed that ran out of

medication once and had to miss work.  Claimant testified regarding the impact that the Naproxen

had on his symptoms prior to the January 5, 2009, accident:

It kept it to where I could get around.  I mean, it - well, if I had one
of them pictures to show you about pain, I think I could explain it better, 
but, it put me in a position where I could go ahead on, long as I just didn’t 
overdo it. (T. 48).

Claimant acknowledges seeing Dr. Wolverton for back pain and other matters in May and August

2008.  Claimant testified that he did not remember complaining to Dr. Wolverton that his right leg

was weak during an October 13, 2008, visit.  Claimant testified regarding the October 13, 2008,

visit to Dr. Wolverton:

That’s when I was having problems when I had hurt my elbow
over there, and they was trying to say my back was causing those problems.
And I didn’t understand that.  He said, but you’ve got back problems 
already that’s causing you to have this mess - that’s where it’s coming 
from. (T. 49).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that he was aware following the 2004 train accident that he

had protrusions at two (2) levels in his low back.  
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Claimant maintains that his low back pain was controlled by medication prior to the

January 5, 2009, accident.  Claimant denies that he fell more than once while employed by

respondents, adding:

I fell that morning, and one morning, I was back at that 
landfill.  I was out of the truck - I already was having problems - my
back - you can hear a big popping noise - I called them and told them
about that.  I asked them - but still I continued to work.  I ended up 
going to the doctor about that, too, and they said your back ain’t supposed
to do that.  And I told Mark - Mark told me his back did that, and I didn’t
feel comfortable about that. (T. 51).

The testimony of the claimant reflects that he was in and out of the all day long and that he had 

aches and pains when he did things that he should not have been doing..

The first physician that the claimant saw following the January 5, 2009, claimed injury was

Dr. Love on February 27, 2009.  Regarding the entries in the records of Dr. Love of subjective

complaints of pain and the notation of a 2004 train accident along with findings by MRI of a

couple of disc protrusions/herniations, as well as the entry of developing exacerbation of back pain

and pain in both legs on February 17, 2009, claimant maintains that he told Dr. Love of his

accident of falling out of the truck.  Claimant further maintains that he told “whoever” was treating

him for his back pain about the accident of falling from the truck.  Claimant continued regarding

the history he relayed to Dr. Love at the time of the February 27, 2009, visit:

I told him the day that I first saw him that I fell out of the
truck.  I told him how I did it, when I did it.  He asked me who was
gonna pay this bill.  I said - told me to use my insurance.  This is 
what we went through. (T. 53).

The claimant acknowledged telling Dr. Love about the 2004 train accident as well.  The March 3,

2009, and May 28, 2009, reports of Dr. Love are devoid of any reference to a 2009 fall from a
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truck by the claimant.

On June 4, 2009, the claimant was seen by Dr. Crowell.  While the claimant maintains that

he relayed a history of the January 2009, fall from the truck during his employment with

respondents as the basis for his injury/complaints and need for treatment at the time of his visit to

Dr. Crowell, the medical records of same are devoid of such an entry.  Claimant acknowledged

that he told Dr. Crowell about the 2004 train accident.  When questioned regarding the entry in the

records of Dr. Crowell about a worsening of his “intermittent pain” on June 1, 2009, when getting

off a piece of equipment, claimant responded:

I told him the same thing I told the other doctor - I fell out
the hopper in the truck.  And I guess the reason why they’re dong
what they’re doing and probably the way they wrote it, since the 
insurance company was gonna pay for it, they didn’t worry about .
. .   (T. 54).

Claimant was seen by a physical therapist, Robert Tillman, in Dr. Crowell’s office.  The physical 

therapist noted the 2004 truck-train accident under specific injury as the basis for the claimant’s

complaints. 

In applying for Social Security Disability benefits the testimony of the claimant reflects that

his back will not allow him to return to work.  Claimant acknowledged that he could drive no-

touch loads.  Claimant testified that he takes a water pill which requires him to stop often to use

the bathroom, which would hamper his ability to be employed as a truck driver.  Claimant

elaborated regarding the afore:

Well, when I was working over there, I was still taking the
medicine.  I didn’t have to put myself in a position where I’d have to
go to the restroom before I got close to where I could go on break.  
That’s all I had to do. (T. 56).
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Claimant characterized his job with respondent as “stressful”.  The testimony of the claimant

reflects that he had aches and pains all day long and that he told co-workers about the pains.

The claimant testified regarding the nature and duration of this conversations with Mr.

Slade, Mr. Self, and Mr. Mayo on the day of his January 5, 2009, accident:

Well, I had one (1) conversation with Todd, but this is what 
happened: Charles Slade told me that day when I come in, you need 
to go out there and clean the hopper out the truck at the top.  I’m down
in my back, I’m hurting.  Well, you’ve gotta do it.  I said, Charles, I’m 
not able to do it, since I’m down in my back.  He wen and told Todd 
something.  Todd come back, so I was waiting on him.  Todd opened
the door like he was gonna take it off, so we had a conversation.  I told
Todd, my back - I’m down in my back - I can’t get to the doctor until a 
certain date, but I’m coming to work every day.  He said, well, you come
in with this problem; you’ve got insurance; ain’t you got some time that
you can take off?  I said, yea.  He said, well, go home, and that’s what I
did. (T. 57-58).

Whether he got into a dispute with Mr. Slade when directed to go wash his truck, and during the

discussion he relayed that he was down in his back, and remember the basis for the increase back

complaints was a previous work incident of two (2) weeks earlier, responded in part:

He said, well, go wash it.  I said, man, what’s wrong with you?
So he jumps up to go tell Todd what I said.  Todd come bac, about to 
tear the door down, what’s going on, so I told Todd, right then, my back
- I can’t do it .   .   .  I’m in pain.

You know he was kind of upset, but if you did what he did with
the door and then come to me, you know, we kind of settled down.  You
know, we communicated without just screaming at each other.  (T. 59).

Claimant acknowledged that it was not uncommon to tell co-workers and supervisors that he was

having back pain:

I would tell him - if my back was bothering me, or I went out
there and did something to make it flare up, I would stop and call and 
tell them what done happened and how it had happened. (T. 60).  
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Respondent-employer has continued to pay for the claimant’s health insurance.  

Tracy Stevenson, an employee of respondent-employer of one and one-half (1 ½ ) years

duration, testified that he has know the claimant for probably two (2) years.  Mr. Stevenson’s

testimony reflects that he first worked together with the claimant at BFI and later for the City of

Little Rock. Mr. Stevenson also worked with the claimant at respondent-employer.  The testimony

of Mr. Stevenson reflects that in his employment with respondents he drove a front-load truck, just

as the claimant did.  Mr. Stevenson performed the same employment duties as the claimant.    

Mr. Stevenson testified that prior to January 5, 2009, he and the claimant talked frequently

about work, the job, and what was going on.  Mr. Stevenson’s testimony reflects that prior to

January 5, 2009, the claimant mentioned several times about his back hurting.   Mr. Stevenson was

aware of the claimant’s injury from the 2004, train-truck wreck during his employment with BFI. 

Mr. Stevenson’s testimony reflects that the claimant’s complaints during conversation prior to

January 5, 2009, were limited to his back.  

Mr. Stevenson testified that after January 5, 2009, he did have conversations with the

claimant about a specific incident.  Mr. Stevenson’s testimony reflects, regarding the afore, that the

claimant stated that his back had gotten worse and was hurting him real bad.  Mr. Stevenson

continued:

He mentioned - he mentioned that right before the event that
he hurt it in the hopper.

That’s a confined space [the hopper] that we have to get in and
scrub and clean up so that it will continue to work properly. (T. 68).

Mr. Stevenson testified that the hopper is supposed to be cleaned every day.   Mr. Stevenson

candidly offered that while the claimant may have told him when he hurt his back, he does not
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remember.  Mr. Stevenson testified that the claimant told him that he had hurt his back before he

left the employment of respondent in June 2009.  Mr. Stevenson added that is possibly between

March and June 2009.  

Todd Self was employed by the predecessor of respondent, Trans Lift, in August 1995, and

had been employed by respondent since its purchase of Trans Lift in September 2004.  Mr. Self

was the Sales Manger from 1995 until 2004.  Since 2004 Mr. Self has been the General Manager

of respondent-employer.   In describing his duties as general manager Mr. Self testified:

I oversee the daily operations at the location; employee -
maintaining all DOT, OSHA requirement.    .     . (T. 72).

Mr. Self has known the claimant since his employment of same with respondent-employer 

in August 2005.  Mr. Self testified that he did not know the claimant prior to August 2005.  As to 

whether he called the claimant to come to work for respondent-employer, Mr. Self’s testimony 

reflects:

Honestly, I don’t recall.  You know, it could have happened.
In our industry, you know, so many guys float from company to company
and a lot of times, the drivers will come say, hey, I know we need someone,
this is a good guy here, you may give him a call.  So, could have, I don’t 
- I honestly don’t recall if I called him or if he was an applicant. (T. 72-73).

Mr. Self offered the following regarding his knowledge or conversation regarding the claimant’s 

health or physical condition prior to his employment by respondent-employer:

As far as the back condition, during a pre-employment interview, 
I knew that he had had the accident at BFI with the train.  You know, just
general questions - why did you leave your previous employer, that kind of
deal.  As far as the extent of the back injuries, I didn’t know of the back
injuries until after he was employed there.  He did show me a letter one
time from Dr. Hearne, where he had - was being treated for recurring back
problems, but it was not prior to employment, no, sir. (T. 73).
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Mr. Self denies that the claimant came to him during the period of January 5, 2009, and

reported that he had hurt his back when he fell out of the hopper of his truck.  Mr. Self testified :

No, sir.  I first learned of the back - the falling out of the hopper
- on August 17th , when I was contacted by a representative from AIG 
with a workman’s comp claim.  I said who’s it for, what’s it for, they 
said Eugene Gray.  They do not handle our worker’s comp claim. .  so
they were told to close their file, and then it was re-filed with the proper
company.

But that was the first - that was the first time I had learned of a,
you know, January 5th or 6th, falling out of the hopper and injuring his
back. (T. 74).

Mr. Self acknowledged having a conversation with the claimant regarding his back issues during

the claimant’s employment.  Regarding the afore, Mr. Self testified:

Sure.  Yeah, Mr. Gray - he - like I said, he didn’t hide it.  You
know, he had back problems and voiced it pretty regularly to people - 
you know, my back’s hurting me today, or what not. (T. 75).

Mr. Self testified that Charles Slade has been a dispatcher for years.  Regarding the

standard procedure at respondent-employer in reporting accidents or injuries, Mr. Self’s testimony

reflects:

Dispatcher is - our trucks - we have two (2) way radios in our
trucks; the dispatcher’s in communication with the drivers all day long.
In Mr. Gray’s case or Mr. Stevenson’s, case, they have a route sheet; 
they know what they’re doing that day.  They’re responsible for X amount
of stops, a hundred and fifty (150) or what not, and they know, and they
record their times on those stops.  And that’s general duty, there would 
be a route sheet every day, but they’re generally doing the same stuff every
week, you know, week in, week out.  The other stuff, they’re - you know,
the loads are called in as they complete, but yeah, the dispatcher is in 
communication with them throughout the day. (T. 75-76).

Mr. Self testified that while the claimant could report an accident or injury to the dispatcher,

accidents and injuries had to be reported to management.  Mr. Self acknowledged that typically
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drivers report accidents and injuries to the dispatcher.  Mr. Self testified the dispatcher would relay

any reporting by a driver, if requested to do so, to management personnel, if they did not hear it.  

The testimony of Mr. Self reflects that both he and Mr. Mayo have the same two-way radios in

their vehicles, and that he has one on his desk in his office in order to hear what’s going on.  

Mr. Self usually arrive at work at 7:30 a.m.  Regarding his usual activities upon arriving at

work Mr. Self’s testimony reflects:

I have a series of reports I have to run from the previous day, 
so I’m at my desk for the - for the next - it’s usually three (3) hours.
(T. 77).  

Mr. Self denies that he heard any broadcast over the radio of the claimant having fallen out of the

truck and injured his back or that Mr. Slade, the dispatcher, reported such an event.  Mr. Self

testified that the claimant never asked him to send him to a doctor.  Further, Mr. Self denies that

he had a conversation with the claimant in which he told the claimant to use his health insurance to

see a doctor.  Regarding the afore, Mr. Self testified:

No, sir, I did not.  No, sir, if an employee is injured on the job,
our first - the first place they go is, we use Concentra Medical Center
on McCain Boulevard.  And, I guess, and I don’t want to get the cart 
ahead of the horse here .   .   .

Yeah, we use them for our ;pre-employments and then any accidents
or injuries.  (T. 78).

Mr. Self acknowledged that he had conversations with Mr. Mayo regarding the claimant’s 

job performance and issues of cleaning the vehicle.  The testimony of Mr. Self reflects regarding 

the afore:

Well, Mark is the Operations Manager, so, as far as cleaning the 
truck, we show - after Mr. Gray ran his Cabot route, we would show 
lunch.  To keep the route drivers from having down time in the lane, 
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we would take an empty truck, pick up a full on the route, and go back.
So, not everybody was - no one was driving the same truck constantly, 
so, you could point fingers at who was having trash thrown into the 
hoppers, but each driver was assigned a truck number, regardless if they
drove that truck full time or not, they were responsible for keeping the 
hopper clean on that vehicle.  Nobody wants to do it, but it’s part of the 
job.  (T. 79).

The claimant last worked on June 3, 2009.  Mr. Self testified regarding the claimant ceasing to

work for respondent-employer:

June 4th was the  - Gray came into the office and said, hey, I found
out my doctor - he wants me to be off work an extended amount of time - 
I’m gonna shoot from the hip and say around - I think around six (6) weeks
or so - to get my back straightened out.  He wants me to look at his short-
term disability.  I said okay.  While he was in my office, I contact our 
Benefits Director in our corporate office in Houston.  I contacted Michelle
Robinson in Houston.  She e-mailed me the Sun Life forms and I printed
them out immediately.  As a matter of fact, that’s my handwriting on the
top of the doctor’s form there, you know, name and social.  I faxed those
to the doctor’s office for them to fill it out, and we went from there.  And 
then, yeah, myself and Mr. Gray talked several times during the month of 
June - hey - I knew he was going to therapy - what’s going on?  Toward the
end - I don’t know dates - he said, hey, they’re saying they can’t do any-
thing with me, that I’m just kind of here, you know.

I’ve got this medicine I can take, and that’s it; can’t do surgery; 
don’t really know what to do.  After that, we spoke - I mentioned that I 
learned of his accident August 17th.  I spoke with Mr. Gray on the morning
of the 18th .  I said, hey, you know, I got this call where we’ve got this 
workman’s comp case - you short-term disability was denied; it’s my 
understanding you was denied because you wrote down, as a result of a
work-related injury - that falls under a com case - so, you know, we need 
to sit down and figure out what it is.  If it’s a comp case, we need to do a 
report and file a comp claim.  If it’s short-term disability, we can re-file
the paperwork, we just can’t put down there that it’s been a work-related
injury - it’s gonna be denied, again - that’s hot how it works.  

So at that point, he refused to come back.  (T. 79-81).

Mr. Self continued regarding the handling of workers’ compensation claims by respondents:
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On a comp claim, kind of what - my protocol, I have the First
Report of Accident and Injury that I, you know, all the information, you
know, name, address, you know, hire date, all that, what happened, whether
it’s a vehicle accident or if it’s an injury, you know, personal injury accident;
I always require the employee to give me a written statement, as well, to go
with that.  On the 18th , when I mentioned that to Mr. Gray, I said, hey, you
need to come in - why don’t you come in - can you come in today or
tomorrow; let’s sit down; I need a written statement from you if this is a 
comp claim.  I need to know, you know, where, when, why, how, basically
- I need a written report, so I can get this filed.  At that point, he refused,
and I had no more communication with Mr. Gray. (T. 81).

Charles Slade testified that he has been employed by respondent-employer for three and

one-half (3 ½ )years.  Mr. Slade’s current employment position with respondent-employer, which

he has held for over two (2) years, is that of a dispatcher.  Previously Mr. Slade was a driver for

respondents.  Mr. Slade described the nature of his duties as a dispatcher:

I do most of the dealings with the customers; I dispatch all the trucks;
make sure everybody’s doing what they’re suppose to be doing. (T. 84).

Mr. Slade testified that his direct communication with the drivers is via the two-way radio, which

is monitored by Mr. Self and Mr. Mayo.  

Mr. Slade’s work hours are usually from 5:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., five days (5) per week. 

Mr. Slade testified that he did not receive any kind of communication from the claimant on 

January 5, 2009.  Mr. Slade testified that he does not recall receiving either a telephone call or a

two-way radio call from the claimant on January 5, 2009.   Mr. Slade’s testimony reflects that he

does recall receiving calls from the claimant in the past complaining about a certain customer or a

certain stop.  

Mark Mayo, Operations Manager, has been employed by respondent-employer for nine (9)

years.  Mr. Mayo denies that in January 2009, the claimant told him that he had fallen out of truck
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and injured himself.  Mr. Mayo was aware that the claimant had back problems because they had

discussed it previously.  Mr. Mayo has had back surgery.  

The medical in the record reflects that the claimant received medical treatment under the

care of Dr. Archie Hearne, Dr. John Wolverton and Dr. William F.  Blankenship prior to January

5, 2009. (CX. #2, p. 1-7).  The first medical treatment received by the claimant subsequent to the

January 5, 2009, date, was had under the are of Dr. Tommy Love on February 27, 2009.

While the claimant maintains that he relayed a history of the January 5, 2009, work-related

injury to each of his medical providers to render treatment in connection with the injury, the

medical records of Dr. Tommy Love and those of Pinnacle Orthopedics - Dr. Bernard Crowell) are

devoid of same.  All the medical records cite the claimant’s prior injuries suffered in the train-truck

accident of 2004, as the primary source of his injury and the basis for his need for medical

treatment.

After a thorough consideration of all of the evidence in this record, to include the testimony

of the witnesses, review of the medical records and other documentary evidence, application of the

appropriate statutory provisions and applicable case law, I make the following:

FINDINGS

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On or about January 5, 2009, the relationship of employee-employer-carrier existed

among the parties, at which time the claimant earned wages sufficient to entitle him to weekly

compensation benefits of $550.00/$413.00, for temporary total/permanent partial disability.

3. On or about January 5, 2009, the claimant did not sustain an injury arising out of 

and in the course of his employment with respondents.
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CONCLUSIONS

The claimant asserts that while within the course and scope of his employment he sustained

an accidental on January 5, 2009, which resulted in an injury to his back requiring medical

treatment and resulting in a period of total incapacitation.  Claimant seeks corresponding

temporary total disability and medical benefits as well as controverted attorney fees.  Respondents

deny that the claimant sustained an compensable injury in January 2009, while within the

employment of same.

The present claim is one governed by the provisions of Act 796 of 1993, in that the

claimant asserts entitlement to workers’ compensation as a result of an injury having been

sustained subsequent to the effective date of the afore provisions.

Compensability 

The existence of the employment relationship during the pertinent time period is not

disputed.  The claimant commenced his employment with respondent-employer as a truck drive in

August 2005.  It is undisputed that the claimant sustained injuries to his back in an August 20,

2004, accident in which the truck he was driving was struck by a train.  The claimant was

employed by BFI at the time of the 2004, accident.  The claimant was subsequently settled by Joint

Petition.

The claimant asserts that he sustained a specific incident injury on January 5, 2009, when,

while cleaning the hopper of his truck he suffered a fall resulting in an increase in the intensity of

back pain, which had previously been controlled by prescription medication.  Claimant maintains

that accident occurred a the landfill in Hazen, Prairie County.  Claimant doses not identify any

witness to the accident.  The claimant noted that the only other individual present was the
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bulldozer operator of the landfill.  

The evidence preponderates that the vehicles of respondent are equipped with a two-way

radio.  Drivers communicate with the dispatcher via the two-way radio and the dispatcher, likewise

communicate with the drivers by the same means.  Additionally, the radio traffic communication

between the drivers and the dispatcher is monitored by General Manager Todd Self, and

Operations Manager, Mark Mayo.  Claimant asserts inexplicably that he used his cell phone to

notify dispatcher Charles Slade of his January 5, 2009, fall and injury and to request that notify the

general manager and operations manager of same.  

The claimant has the burden of proving the compensability of his claim by a preponderance

of the evidence. Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. Carter, 62 Ark. App. 162, 969 S.W.2d 677 (1998).   In

order to prove a compensable injury as a result of a specific incident which is identifiable by time

and place of occurrence, the claimant must establish by a preponderance of the evidence: an injury

arising out of and in the course of employment; that the injury caused internal or external harm to

the body which required medical services or resulted in disability or death; medical evidence

supported by objective findings, as defined in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (16), establishing the

injury; and that the injury was caused by a specific incident and identifiable by time and place of

occurrence.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(A) (i) (Repl. 2002).  Should the claimant fail to

establish by a preponderance of the evidence any of the requirements for establishing the

compensability of the claim, compensation must be denied.  Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastic,

56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).

In the instant claim, the claimant has failed to present credible evidence of a specific

incident injury while within the course and scope of his employment with respondents.  In addition
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to the lack of corroborative testimony of a January 5, 2009, fall, there is no credible testimony of

the claimant having reported the occurrence of a work-related incident/injury to respondents prior

to August 2009.  Finally, the medical records relative to the claimant’s medical treatment

subsequent to January 2009, are devoid of any history of a January 2009, work-related injury as

the basis for the need for treatment.  The claimant has failed to sustain his burden of proof by a

preponderance of he credible evidence that he sustained an injury arising out of and in the course

of his employment on or about January 5, 2009.  This claim is respectfully denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

 ______________________________________________________
     Andrew L. Blood, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 
  

        


